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A&E Editor everywhere are faced 

with fashion trends, and Hellgate High 
School is no different. Today, those trends 
include collared and button-down shirts, 
chinos, which are pants made of a canvas 

to find things that fit, and walking through 
a store for hours does not sound like fun 
to a lot of people, but when you find 
something that fits or an item that you 
can use with with almost anything else 
[it's] always a bonus." 

material, high waisted 
shorts, skirts and 
dresses, crop tops (or 
shorter shirts}, overalls 
and overall shorts, and 

"The dress code 
is slightly over 
half naked. " 

the list goes on. The - Sierra N i cho 11 s 
hallways are filled with 

However, not all students 
agree with Nelson. Cece Mon
roe, a senior at Hellgate, had a 
different idea of what the new 
clothing trends said about 
women's standing in society. 
"I hate that those clothes 

students displaying . 
all of these articles of clothing, whether 
other students, including the wear-
ers themselves, agree with the fashion 
trends, or not. 

Clothes worn by the female population 
include high-waisted shorts and skirts, 
bandeaus, which appear, to some, to look 
more like undergarments than shirts, ctop 
tops, overalls, skinny jeans, leggiogs, and 
even more. 

"I personally have high-waisted shorts," 
said Jalynn Nelson, junior. "They're mak
ing fashion look comfortable." 

"I like those clothing items on other 
people ... it's hard to pull off," said Ingrid 
Biehl, a sophomore at Hellgate, "[but] I'm 
not that big on overalls." 

It's not uncommon that girls pick and 
choose a few trends to follow and, alter
natively, a few to dislike. "I don't think I'd 
wear something unless I felt comfortable 
in it," said Biehl. 

"I th ink it all depends on if it fits or 
not," Nelson said. "I know it's really hard 

sexualize women and make 
them look like objects," said Monroe. 

Sierra Nicholls brought up an 
interesting point on the subject, "The 
dress code is slightly over half 
naked," which simply express
es how much skin girls expose 
today to conform to popular 
fashion. 

"I honestly don't care what 
another wears; clothes are 
a way to express yourself. I 
wholeheartedly believe it's up 
to you, and anything you want, 
and it's not my place ... to dis
like it," said Nelson. 

On the male side of the stu
dent body, the trends include 
chinos,, jeans, button-downs 
or collared shirts, and sports
wear. Juniors Chase Koenig, 
Azrad Irwin and Senior Soren 
Temple, feel that guys should 
just wear whatever floated 
their respective boats. 

"I prefer to wear button-downs, but 
that's just me," stated Temple. He has no 
personal preference between chinos and 
jeans, stating that he wears both. 

"Blue plaid," Koenig stated plainly. "if 
you want to wear chinos, wear chinos, 
man." 

Irwin had a similar response, explain
ing that he thought the current fashion 
"looked kinda cool." However, some dis
agree with Irwin, Koenig, and Temple, one 
of whom is Nate Smith: 

"I feel like people are conforming too 
much to trends," Smith said. "[But] it's 
also important to be non-judgemental 
with people's clothing choices." Smith 
himself wears some of the clothes that 

are so popular in the 
Hellgate halls, so not 
everyone who wears 
the fashion agrees 
with it. 

While style will for
ever change with the 
times, and continues 
to evolve with the gen
erations, students ev
erywhere still express 
themselves through 
their own styles and 
their own clothing 
favorites. 

Jalynn Nelson sports 
a pair of high waisted 
shorts and a tucked in 
T-shirt. Photo by Leda 
Colledge. 
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